[Photonics Korea 2020] Opto Marine to introduce industrial optical modules and optical devices
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Opto Marine will be introducing its industrial optical modules and optical devices at the International Photonics Industry Exhibition and Conference 2020, which will be held Nov. 19-27 at KAPID online non-face-to-face consultation room and the exhibition homepage.
The company staff said, “Opto Marine develops and produces optical modules for industrial networks and IoT based on optical packaging and RF technology, and is in the industry for optical sensors for shipbuilding and offshore use. We have the affiliated research center to produce more reliable optical module products, and we are continuing R&D work to develop outstanding technology. Opto Marine products have been recognized for their technology and safety with domestic and international certifications including ISO, TUV, and RoHs through various tests on performance and safety. Opto Marine wants to lead the global market with its proprietary technology and high-performance products.”
He boasted about the company’s product by saying, “Opto Marine’s optical module can be customized for specifications, and it follows the production principle developed according to the customer’s desired use, thus attracting attention as a competitive solution in the domestic and overseas markets.”

Regarding the participation in this online export conference, he said, “We want to find a business partner to promote our products and discuss technology.”

The main events of the International Photonics Industry Exhibition and Conference 2020 hosted by Gwangju Metropolitan City and organized by the Korea Association for Photonics Industry Development are as follows. △On-line road show for promising technologies/products in the optical convergence industry △Export conference inviting domestic and foreign influential buyers (24-hour online export consultation system for post-COVID crisis) △Information session and forum △PLC, LiDar development strategy online seminar △Information session and forum

The items exhibited at the show are optical communication, optical fusion lighting, optical medical bio, optical precision, optical material parts, optical image information, optical
imaging information, and optical energy.
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